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Odds Ratio Estimates 

Effect Disability 
Facility

Point 
Estimate

95% Wald 
Confidence Limits

Insurance (Medicare/caid with Private v. Medicare/caid only) SNF 0.762 0.627 0.927
Insurance (Private v. Medicare/caid only) SNF 0.608 0.466 0.793
Insurance (Self-pay v. Medicare/caid only) SNF 0.175 0.039 0.776
Stroke Type (Hemorrhagic v. Ischemic) Other 2.982 1.890 4.704
Functional Status [discharge] (dep v. ind) Other 14.522 6.688 31.531
Functional Status [discharge] (dep v. ind) SNF 2.712 1.964 3.745
Gender (Female v. Male) SNF 1.221 1.029 1.449
Age (60-69 v. 18-49) Other 3.116 1.148 8.460
Age (60-69 v. 18-49) SNF 1.655 1.054 2.598
Age (70-79 v. 18-49) SNF 2.131 1.363 3.333
Age (80+ v. 18-49) SNF 3.890 2.488 6.082

Conclusion
We found that insurance coverage, type of stroke, functional status at time of discharge decision, increased
age, and gender were independently associated with a patient’s discharge destination facility type.
Determining factors associated with discharge destination after a stroke event can help to reduce
variability in decision-making processes and improve outcomes for stroke patients. Previous studies have
found better clinical outcomes associated with inpatient rehabilitation care compared to skilled nursing
facilities including decreased length of stay and hospital readmissions, and lower mortality. However, the
cost of care associated with IRF’s are higher than that of care associated with other rehabilitation facilities.4

yet discharge destination for stroke patients remains variable. Patients with means to pay for higher health
costs (i.e., private insurance coverage) or patients with ability to achieve higher functional status (evident
by higher rates of independent functional at discharged) are more often discharged to IRF’s than any other
type of facility. Age also plays a role in determining discharge destination – with older patients more likely
to be DC to a SNF. Discharge destination still seems variable differing among patients and hospitals,
however, determining factors associated with discharge destination decisions are becoming clearer.

Multinomial logistic regression analysis conducted to quantify associations between patient and hospital level factors related to discharge destination. Discharge destination (IRF, SNF, Other: Home with 
or without services) was utilized as the outcome variable with all other factors (age, gender, race, insurance, functional status- admission/discharge, stroke type, hospital size, and stroke volume) as 

indicator variables. 
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RESULTS

Patients with private insurance alone or private insurance with Medicare/Medicaid were less likely to be
discharged to a SNF compared to an IRF (reference category) . Those suffering from a hemorrhagic stroke
were more likely to be discharged to other rehabilitation destinations (vs IRF). Functional status at discharge
(independent vs. dependent physical functionality) was a major indicator of discharge destination with
patients who had a dependent physical functionality status at discharge being more likely to be discharged to
both SNF and other rehabilitation facility (compared to IRF). Women were more likely to be discharged to SNF
compared to IRF and older patients (60+ years) were more likely to be discharged to a SNF compared to IRF.
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Over three-quarters of a million people in the U.S. suffer a new or recurrent
stroke each year making it a leading source of disability among Americans.2,3

Disability burden from stroke results in millions of dollars in healthcare
expenditures. There is wide variation in the use of rehabilitation facilities
post stroke.2 The consistency of discharge decision making i.e., the facility
chosen for further care: Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility (IRF), Skilled Nursing
Facility (SNF), Long-term Care Hospital (LTCH), Intermediate Care Facility (ICF),
or Home with/without services varies widely not only hospitals, but also
among patients.1 While severity/impairment level has potential to be a
leading indicator for discharge destination, it is unknown what other factors
are considered during the discharge process for stroke patients.
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Study Population: N = 3,129

Number of Discharges

Based on the final multinomial model, 5 independent variables were significantly associated with discharge 
destination (IRF served as the reference group). 

Discharge Destination IRF SNF Other
Private or Paired Insurance

v.
Medicare/Medicaid Patients

REF

Hemorrhagic Stroke
v.

Ischemic Stroke
REF

Functional Status at Discharge (dependent)
v.

Functional Status at Discharge (independent)
REF

Female
v.

Male
REF

Age (60+)
v.

Age (18-49)
REF

Objective: To describe variability in frequency of discharge destination [acute
(IRF), sub-acute (SNF), other facility type (LTCH, ICF, Home)] of stroke patients to
rehabilitation facilities across hospitals participating in Michigan’s Ongoing Stroke
Registry to Accelerate Improvement of Care (MOSAIC), a statewide Coverdell
stroke registry.

Table 1. Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression analysis showing significant results only. Non-significant comparisons not shown. 
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